ELIMINATION TO FINAL POST POSITION DRAW

The premise of this system is to be fair to all participants and not penalize winners while at the same time providing a competitive and interesting betting event.

Those stakes requiring a single elimination will have the winner draw from positions 1-6.

Those stakes requiring two eliminations (with the first 5 finishers advancing to the final field of 10) would have positions selected in the following manner:

- Winners would draw for posts one to six
- Second place finishers would draw for post seven and down, eliminating positions selected by the winners
- Third place finishers would draw for post eight and down, eliminating positions already selected
- Fourth place finishers would draw for post nine and down, eliminating positions already selected
- Fifth place finishers would draw for the remaining positions

Those stakes requiring three eliminations (with the first 3 and one of the fourth-place finishers advancing to the final field of 10) would have positions selected in the following manner:

- Winners would draw for posts one to seven
- Second place finishers would draw for post eight and down, eliminating positions selected by the winners
- Third place finishers and advancing fourth place finisher(s) would draw for the remaining positions

This example illustrates the process for two eliminations:

- The 2 winners draw from posts 1-6. They draw posts 2 & 4.
  1,3,5,6,7,8,9,10 remain
- The 2 second place finishers draw from posts 1-7. They draw posts 5 & 6.
  1,3,7,8,9,10 remain
- The 2 third place finishers draw from posts 1-8. They draw posts 3 & 7.
  1,8,9,10 remain
- The 2 fourth place finishers draw from posts 1-9. They draw posts 8 & 9.
  1 & 10 remain
- The 2 fifth place horses draw from 1-10. They draw posts 1 & 10.

In the event four or more eliminations are necessary, the formula will be expanded as required.

Subject to change and correction.